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enotypic study of FFA4 and FFA1
and discovery of novel agonists of FFA4 from
natural products

Fangfang Xu,ab Han Zhou,a Xiumei Liu,a Xiuli Zhang, *ac Zhiwei Wang,d Tao Hou,a

Jixia Wang,a Lala Qu,ab Pengyu Zhang,e Hailong Piaoa and Xinmiao Liang *ac

In this article, pharmacological studies of the free fatty acid receptor (FFA) 4 and FFA1 were conducted in

transfected CHO cells (FFA4&FFA1) and HT29 cells with application of a label-free dynamic mass

redistribution (DMR) assay. Commercially available compounds including a-linolenic acid (ALA), GW9508,

TUG891, GSK137647A, TAK875, MEDICA16, AH7614 and GW1100, were used to validate the assay; real-

time tracing of ligand-induced cell responses elucidated pharmacological properties of ligand–receptor

interactions. A pool of 140 natural compounds was screened using the CHO-FFA4 cells. Three new FFA4

agonists with novel skeletons were discovered and they were dihydrotanshinone, emodin and

acetylshikonin (EC50 values were 32.88, 38.18 and 10.17 mM, respectively). Ligand selectivity was

compared between FFA4 and FFA1; dihydrotanshinone and emodin displayed FFA4 selectivity, while

acetylshikonin shared FFA1 and FFA4 agonist activities with EC50 values comparable to the endogenous

ligand ALA. The three novel FFA4 agonists provide a promising chemical starting point for identification

and optimization of drugs used for treating metabolic and inflammatory diseases. Besides, this work will

help to explain the mechanism of actions of natural products.
1. Introduction

The free fatty acid receptor (FFA) 4 (previously known asGPR120) is
a member of the G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs).1,2 The
receptor plays important roles in various physiological processes
and is relevant in a number of diseases. Hirasawa et al. found that
dietary free fatty acids regulated gut incretin glucagon-like peptide-
1 secretion through FFA4,2 indicating the potential of FFA4 ligands
in diabetics treatment. Based on the genotyping data in 6942
unrelated obese individuals and 7654 control subjects, it was
shown that people whose FFA4 function was impaired by a dele-
terious non-synonymous mutation (p.R270H) were signicantly
more likely to be obese.3 In mouse models, it was also found that
with dysfunctional FFA4 receptors, mice fed with a high-fat diet
tended to develop severer fatty liver, peripheral inammatory
inltration and insulin intolerance. Nakamoto et al. reported
docosahexenoic acid (DHA) via FFA4 signaling prevented
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progression of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis.4 Increasing evidence
suggested FFA4 could be a potential therapeutic target for treat-
ment of a variety of disorders. Hence, pharmacological study and
development of new FFA4 ligands will be benecial for treatment
of related diseases. The free fatty acid receptor (FFA) 1 (previously
known as GPR40) is another subtype of the FFA receptors, and it
shares the same endogenous ligands with FFA4.1 Ligand selectivity
between FFA1 and FFA4 is a challenge for research.1,5 Therefore,
discovery of FFA4-selective ligands with selectivity is highly
desired.

Different functional assays have been performed on FFA4,
most of which were Ca2+ mobilization assay and b-arrestin
assay.6–8 These assays oen rely on the measurement of
a loaded uorescent dye or uorescently tagged targets, and
the cellular physiology of the target protein might be altered in
the tests as a consequence.9 In this study, a label-free dynamic
mass redistribution (DMR) technique was applied as a nonin-
vasive assay that offers real-time and integrated measurement
of the receptor–ligand pharmacology in whole cells.10–14 It can
be carried out in various formats and supports intervention
with probes, allowing mechanistic elucidation of drug
pharmacology.

Natural products (NPs)-derived compounds provide
inherent large-scale structural diversity and have become
important sources for drug discovery.15 Diet-derived bioactive
compounds, for example polyphenols and some fatty acids,
are known to cure inammation and related to the obesity
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083 | 15073
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associated metabolic disorders.16 Reviews also describe that
NPs-derived compounds had a major impact on the treatment
of metabolic diseases.17,18 Therefore, NPs can be a source for
discovering FFA4 ligands. By literature retrieval, two kinds of
natural FFA4 agonists were found, grifolic acid (EC50 > 30 mM)
and its methyl ether19 and phytosphingosine (EC50 ¼ 33.4
mM) and its derivatives.20,21 Structural diversity of FFA4
ligands need to be expanded urgently as it will not only serve
as a source of new drug candidates, but also benet investi-
gation of the pharmacological and physiological functions of
FFA4.

In the study, we specically investigated pharmacology of
endogenously or heterologously expressed FFA4 and FFA1
receptors, using multiple commercial available ligands with
DMR assay. This technique was established as an efficient
method for FFA4 ligand screening. Importantly, we identied
three novel FFA4 agonists from a pool of 140 natural
compounds, and they are dihydrotanshinone, emodin and
acetylshikonin with EC50 values of 32.88 mM, 38.18 mM and
10.17 mM, respectively. It is worth noting that the potency of
acetylshikonin is comparable to the natural ligand a-lino-
lenic acid (ALA), while dihydrotanshinone and emodin are
FFA4 selective.
Fig. 1 Chemical structure of ligand molecules and three NPs-derived F

15074 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

Ligand molecules. GW9508, TUG891, GSK137647A, AH7614,
MEDICA16 were purchased from TOCRIS Bioscience Co. (St.
Louis, MO, USA). TAK875 and GW1100 were purchased from
MedChem Express (USA). ALA was purchased from Yuanye Bio-
technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Structure of ligand
molecules are shown in Fig. 1.

Natural compounds. Acetylshikonin was purchased from
Yuanye Bio-technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Emodin was
purchased from National institutes for Food and Drug Control
(Beijing, China). Dihydrotanshinone was purchased from
Shanghai Shunbio Bioengineering Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China).
Structures of dihydrotanshinone, emodin and acetylshikonin
are shown in Fig. 1.

Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS), HEPES, fetal bovine
serum (FBS) were obtained from Gibco, McCoy's 5A and Ham's
F12Kmedia were obtained from Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). Epic®
384-well biosensor cell culture compatible microplates were ob-
tained from Corning Incorporated (Corning, NY, USA).

GW9508, TUG891, GSK137647A, MEDICA16, AH7614 and ALA
were stocked at 100 mM and TAK875, GW1100 were stocked at
FA4 agonists.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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10 mM. The stock solution were stored at �20 �C. ALA was
prepared in 95% ethanol, and others were dissolved in 100%
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). All compounds were freshly diluted
with the assay buffer (1� Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS)
buffer, 10 mM HEPES, pH ¼ 7.2) containing 0.1% bovine serum
albumin (BSA).

2.2. Cell culture

HT29 cells (Human colorectal carcinoma cells) and CHO-K1 cells
(Chinese hamster ovary cells) were obtained from the Type Culture
Collection of the Chinese Academy of Science (Shanghai, China).
HT29 cells were cultured in McCoy's 5A medium supplemented
with 10% FBS, 50 mg mL�1 penicillin and 100 mg mL�1 strepto-
mycin at 37 �C under air/5% CO2. CHO-K1 cells were cultured in
Ham's F12K medium supplemented with 10% FBS.

2.3. Transfection of FFA4 and FFA1 cell line

CHO-K1 cells stably transfected with human FFA4 and FFA1
were cultured in F12Kmediumwith 10% FBS. The plasmids was
kindly provided by Professor Olivier Civelli (University of Cal-
ifornia, Irvine, USA). CHO-K1 cells were transfected with 8 mg of
pcDNA3.1-FFAR4 or pcDNA3.1/v5-His-topo-FFAR1 plasmids
mixed with 24 mL of lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen).
Aer 24 hour post-transfection, clones were selected using
complete medium containing 600 mg mL�1 zeocin (Invitrogen)
for FFA4, and 400 mg mL�1 G418 (TransGen Biotech Co., Ltd,
Beijing, China) for FFA1, respectively. Stable clones were
selected with zeocin or G418 treatment aer 3–4 weeks for the
FFA4- and FFA1-tranfected cells.

2.4. Dynamic mass redistribution assay

Cells were seeded on 384-well biosensor microplate and cultured
overnight to form a conuent monolayer. The cells were then
manually washed twice, andmaintained with the assay buffer for 1–
2 h before measurement. The DMR assays were operated on Epic®
BT system (Corning, NY, USA).

For proling agonism, a 2 min baseline was established, fol-
lowed by adding compounds and monitoring the agonists-induced
DMR signals for 1 h. Then a 2 min baseline was re-established for
desensitization proling followed by adding the agonists at a xed
concentration (typically at its EC80–EC100 concentration) and moni-
toring the cellular responses induced by the agonists for 1 h.

Similarly, for DMR antagonism assays, cells were initially
treated with an antagonist for 1 h. Aerwards, the baseline was re-
established, followed by adding agonists at a xed concentration
(typically at its EC80–EC100). All compounds were dissolved in the
assay buffer with 0.1% BSA.

2.5. RT-PCR analysis

Total cellular RNAs were extracted from HT29 cells using the
Takara RNAiso Plus (Takara Biomedical Technology Co., Ltd.,
Beijing, China) according to the instruction. Then extracted RNAs
were reverse-transcribed to cDNA using PrimeScript RT reagent Kit
with gDNA Eraser (Takara). cDNA templates were amplied by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with the primers for human FFA4
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
(forward 50-CGATTTGCACACTGATTTGGC-30; reverse 50-
AAGAGCCGGAAGTCCTGCTG-30), human FFA1 (forward 50-
GTCTGGTCTTTGGGTTGGAGG-30; reverse 50-AGAGCAGGAGAGA-
GAGGCTG-30). The amplication program was set as following,
rst denature at 95 �C for 10min, then repeat 40 cycles at 95 �C for
5 s and 61 �C for 30 s, nally detect melt curve dissociation.
Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using BIO-RAD CFX96
Real-Time System. Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) was used as a control housekeeping gene with the
following primers (forward 50-GACAGTCAGCCGCATCTTCT-30;
reverse 50-TTAAAAGCAGCCCTGGTGAC-30). For data analysis, the
normalized expression level of individual gene was normalized to
GAPDH and calculated by DDCt method.

2.6. FLIPR assay

CHO-FFA4 cells seeded on black-walled 96-well plates (Greiner,
USA) at a density of 60 000 cells per well were loaded for 1 h at
37 �C with Calcium-6 dye (Molecular Devices, USA) in Hanks'
balanced salt solution containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). The
level of [Ca2+] was then monitored using a FLIPRTetra system
(Molecular Devices, USA).

For antagonists to work, AH7614 was rst incubated with the
cells for 10 min, before the addition of the compounds (i.e. the
agonists). Data were expressed as uorescence (arbitrary units)
versus time.

2.7. Data analysis

All DMR data were acquired by Epic Imager soware (Corning, NY,
USA) and processed by Imager Beta 3.7 (Corning), Microso Excel
2010, and GraphPad Prism 6.02 (GraphPad Soware Inc., San
Diego, CA, USA).

3. Results
3.1. DMR characterization of ligands in CHO-FFA4 and
CHO-FFA1 cells

Commercially available ligands were tested to evaluate the FFA1
and FFA4 stable cell lines. These compounds could be classied
into ve types. The rst was the endogenous agonist ALA, which
could non-selectively bind to the two receptors.22 The second kind
was FFA4 selective agonists, including TUG891 and GSK137647A.
Both were reported to be two orders of magnitude more potent on
FFA4 than on FFA1.5,23 The third was a FFA1 selective agonist,
TAK875 that almost had no activity on FFA4.24 The fourth was
a non-selective synthetic agonist, GW9508. It was considered as an
FFA1 agonist despite the fact that it had similar activity at FFA4.25

The last was two selective antagonists, AH7614 for FFA4 and
GW1100 for FFA1.23,25

Two types of DMR assays were carried out for ligand charac-
terization. First was agonist assay to monitor the DMR response
induced by ligands. The second was desensitization assay and
antagonism assay, to examine if the DMR responses were speci-
cally representing the ligand-stimulated FFA4 or FFA1.

In CHO-FFA4 cells, the endogenous agonist ALA induced
a strong DMR response (Fig. 2A), indicating stimulation of ALA to
the cells. Furthermore, the responses of ALA were reduced by
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083 | 15075



Fig. 2 DMR response of ligands on CHO-FFA4 cells. (A) Real-time DMR response of 100 mM ALA, 10 mM TUG891, 10 mM GSK137647A, 12.5 mM
GW9508 and 10 mM TAK875. (B) Real-time DMR of 25 mM ALA after CHO-FFA4 cells pretreated with AH7614 at indicated concentrations. (C)
Real-time DMR of ALA at indicated concentrations on the parental cell line CHO-K1. (D) Real-time DMR response of 0.5 mM GSK137647A after
CHO-FFA4 cells pretreated with AH7614 at indicated concentrations. (E) Real-time DMR response of 0.5 mM TUG891 after CHO-FFA4 cells
pretreated with AH7614 at indicated concentrations. (F) Real-time DMR of GSK137647A at indicated concentrations on CHO-K1 cells. (G) Real-
time DMR of 25 mM GW9508 on CHO-FFA4 cells after cells pretreated with AH7614 at indicated concentrations. (H) Amplitudes as a function of
each agonist doses. (I) The concentration-dependent inhibition of the 0.5 mM TUG891 by GW9508, GSK137647A, TUG891 and ALA. All data
represent mean � s.d. from three independent measurements, each in duplicate (n ¼ 6).
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different concentrations of FFA4 antagonist AH7614 (Fig. 2B).
Interestingly, there was a residual response induced by ALA even in
the presence of 25 mMAH7614 (Fig. 2B), indicating that ALAmight
stimulate other targets in the cells than FFA4 to generate responses
that participated in the general DMR. So we examined the
performance of ALA in CHO-K1 the parental cell line. Fig. 2C
showed a moderate DMR response induced by ALA, suggesting
that the residual DMR in the presence of AH7614 could be caused
by interactions with something endogenous in the CHO-K1 cells.
Secondly, GSK137647A and TUG891 also stimulated the cells
similarly as ALA did (Fig. 2A). AH7614 completely suppressed the
DMR responses of GSK137647A and TUG891 (Fig. 2D and E,
respectively). Furthermore, on the parental CHO-K1 cells, neither
GSK137647A (Fig. 2F) nor TUG891 (data not shown) produced
detectable DMR events in the cells. These results suggested that
GSK137647A and TUG891 had receptor specicity with FFA4 in
15076 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083
this cell line. Lastly, the FFA1 selective agonist TAK875 did not
induce any response in the FFA4-expressing cells, while the non-
discriminating GW9508 induced a minor response (Fig. 2A).
AH7614 reduced DMR response of GW9508 (Fig. 2G). These results
suggested GW9508 specically targeting FFA4. On the parental cell
line, TAK875 and GW9508 generated negligible DMR response on
the cells (data not shown).

DMR amplitudes of each compound at 5 min were collected
and tted in non-linear regression curves (Fig. 2H) to calculate
EC50 values (Table 1). The rank order of potency was TUG891 (0.16
� 0.01 mM) > GSK137647A (0.34� 0.07 mM) > GW9508 (3.62� 0.50
mM) > ALA (12.54 � 0.95 mM) > TAK875 ([20 mM). TUG891 was
therefore chosen as probe in desensitization assay, which exam-
ined the ability of each compound to reduce the cellular response
induced by TUG891 to further conrm the receptor specicity of
the compounds to FFA4 in this cell line. DMR amplitudes of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 Potency values (EC50 and IC50) of agonists in CHO-FFA4, CHO-FFA1 and HT29 cells

Class Compound

CHO-FFA4 cell CHO-FFA1 cell HT 29 cell

EC50 (mM)
Desensitizationa

IC50 (mM) EC50 (mM)
Desensitizationb

IC50 (mM) EC50 (mM)
Desensitizationc

IC50 (mM)

Class 1, endogenous ligand ALA 12.54 � 0.95 24.58 � 3.55 28.66 � 0.94 67.60 � 23.48 50.88 � 10.01 �153
Class 2, FFA4 selective ligand TUG891 0.16 � 0.01 0.12 � 0.01 �32 4.98 � 1.29 0.29 � 0.03 0.48 � 0.12

GSK137647A 0.34 � 0.07 0.67 � 0.12 / / 2.98 � 0.64 18.38 � 6.54
Class 3, FFA1 selective ligand TAK875 / / 0.031 � 0.0045 0.0016 � 0.00041 / /
Class 4, non-selective ligand GW9508 3.62 � 0.50 5.04 � 0.65 0.40 � 0.03 0.14 � 0.01 5.33 � 1.42 12.02 � 2.12

a IC50 to desensitize the DMR of 0.5 mM TUG891 in CHO-FFA4 cells. b IC50 to desensitize the DMR of 1 mM GW9508 in CHO-FFA1 cells. c IC50 to
desensitize the DMR of 5 mM TUG891 in HT29 cells. Slash (/) indicates that the EC50 is greater than the highest concentration tested of 100 mM
(GSK137647A) or 20 mM (TAK875). All data represent mean � s.d. from three independent measurements, each in duplicate (n ¼ 6).
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TUG891 at 5 min were used (Fig. 2I) to calculate IC50 values (Table
1). All results conrmed that the ligands specically interacted
with FFA4 in a concentration-dependent manner.
Fig. 3 DMR response of ligands in CHO-FFA1 cells. (A) Real-time DMR re
and 100 mM GSK137647A. (B) Real-time DMR of 30 mM ALA after CHO-
Real-time DMR response of agonists (0.5 mM TAK875, 1 mM GW9508
concentrations. (F) Amplitudes as a function of each agonist doses. (G) T
TAK875, GW9508, TUG891 and ALA. (H) Amplitudes as a function of MED
after cells pretreated with GW1100 at indicated concentrations. All data r
duplicate (n ¼ 6).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
In CHO-FFA1 cells, rstly, ALA induced a DMR response
(Fig. 3A). In the antagonism assay, the DMR responses of ALA were
reduced gradually by GW1100 (Fig. 3B), implying that ALA
sponse of 100 mM ALA, 10 mM TAK875, 10 mMGW9508, 25 mM TUG891
FFA1 cells pretreated with GW1100 at indicated concentrations. (C–E)
and 30 mM TUG891) after cells pretreated with GW1100 at indicated
he concentration-dependent inhibition of the 1 mM GW9508 DMR by
ICA16 and ALA doses. (I) Real-time DMR response of 25 mMMEDICA16
epresent mean � s.d. from three independent measurements, each in

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083 | 15077
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interacted with the FFA1 receptor. Similarly, 20 mM of GW1100 did
not completely inhibit ALA. As mentioned above, ALA induced
a moderate DMR response (�60 pm) in CHO-K1 cells (Fig. 2C).
Therefore, the residual response herein was caused by stimulation
of the host cells. Secondly, TAK875 and GW9508 also induced
strong DMR responses (Fig. 3A), but displayed partial agonism
Fig. 4 DMR response of ligands in HT29 cells. (A) Real-time DMR respon
and 11.1 mM GW9508. (B) Real-time DMR of 60 mM ALA after HT29 cells p
of 60 mM ALA after HT29 cells pretreated with GW1100 at indicated c
pretreated with AH7614 at indicated concentrations. (E) Real-time DM
indicated concentrations. (F) Real-time DMR of 2 mMTUG891 after HT29 c
DMR of 16 mM GW9508 after HT29 cells pretreated with AH7614 at indic
cells pretreated with GW1100 at indicated concentrations. (I) Real-time
indicated concentrations. (J) Amplitudes as a function of each agonist d
DMR by TUG891, GSK137647A, GW9508 and ALA. All data represent mea
6).

15078 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083
compared with ALA. GW1100 at 20 mM was able to completely
inhibit TAK875 and GW9508 (Fig. 3C and D, respectively). These
results indicated that TAK875 and GW9508 stimulated the cells
through interaction with FFA1. Lastly, FFA4-selective agonists were
tested in this cell line. GSK137647A did not induce detectable DMR
even at 100 mM, but TUG891 produced a moderate DMR in the
se of 100 mM ALA, 4 mM TUG891, 16.7 mM GSK137647A, 10 mM TAK875
retreated with AH7614 at indicated concentrations. (C) Real-time DMR
oncentrations. (D) Real-time DMR of 2 mM TUG891 after HT29 cells
R of 16 mM GSK137647A after HT29 cells pretreated with AH7614 at
ells pretreatedwith GW1100 at indicated concentrations. (G) Real-time
ated concentrations. (H) Real-time DMR of 16 mM GW9508 after HT29
DMR of 50 mM MEDICA16 after HT29 cells pretreated with GW1100 at
oses. (K) The concentration-dependent inhibition of the 5 mM TUG891
n � s.d. from three independent measurements, each in duplicate (n ¼

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 Relative expression levels of FFA4 and FFA1 mRNA in HT29 cells
by RT-PCR. Results are shown as mean � s.d. from two independent
measurements, each in triplicate (n ¼ 6).
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CHO-FFA1 cells (Fig. 3A). GW1100 could reduce the response
stimulated by TUG891 (Fig. 3E). These results suggested that
TUG891 also functioned as a FFA1 agonist.

DMR amplitudes of each compound at 5 min were collected
and tted in nonlinear regression curves (Fig. 3F) to calculate EC50

values (Table 1). The rank order of potency was TAK875 (0.031 �
0.0045 mM) > GW9508 (0.40� 0.03 mM) > ALA (28.66 � 0.94 mM) >
TUG891 (�32 mM) > GSK137647A (>100 mM). ALA was a non-
selective agonist for FFA4 and FFA1, TUG891 exhibited clear
selectivity to FFA4 for being 200-fold more potent than to FFA1.
GW9508 was slightly selective to FFA1. GSK137647A showed great
selectivity to FFA4, while TAK875 had good selectivity to FFA1, both
bearing two orders of magnitude higher potency on corresponding
receptor. GW9508 was chosen as probe in desensitization assay to
conrm that these compounds provoked responses through FFA1.
DMR amplitudes of GW9508 at 5 min were used (Fig. 3G) to
calculate IC50 values (Table 1).
Fig. 6 High throughput screening of natural compounds against
FFA4. The DMR amplitudes of 140 natural compounds as a function of
their concentrations in CHO-FFA4 cells. All data represent mean� s.d.
from two independent measurements, each in duplicate (n ¼ 4).
3.2. DMR characterization of ligands in HT29 cells

The above ligands were tested in non-transfected cells to
study the pharmacology of endogenously expressed FFA
receptors. HT29 cells (human colorectal carcinoma cells)
were used for this purpose because FFA1 and FFA4 receptors
were found in intestine cells.26–28

In HT29 cells, ALA-induced DMR response (Fig. 4A) was
partially inhibited by either AH7614 or GW1100 (Fig. 4B and C,
respectively). These results demonstrated both FFA1 and FFA4
might be involved in the ALA-induced DMR response. FFA4
selective agonists TUG891 and GSK137647A induced DMR
responses (Fig. 4A) that were gradually suppressed by the FFA4
selective antagonist AH7614 (Fig. 4D and E, respectively). GW1100
the FFA1-selective antagonist almost had no effect on blocking
TUG891 (Fig. 4F), or GSK147647A (data not shown). These results
showed that FFA4 receptors existed in the HT29 cell line and they
were functional to specic probe molecules and detectable by the
DMR technique.

Interestingly, the FFA1-selective TAK875 did not induce an
observable signal in the HT29 cells, even at a concentration
of 10 mM (Fig. 4A). Another non-selective agonist GW9508
(11.1 mM) can induce a DMR event (Fig. 4A) that was sup-
pressed by the FFA4-selective AH7614 (Fig. 4G), but not by the
FFA1-selective GW1100 (Fig. 4H), suggesting that the DMR
response of GW9508 was through FFA4 and/or other targets
in the cells. Although neither GW9508 nor TAK875 produced
detectable FFA1 DMR events in HT29 cells. It was premature
to conduct that HT29 does not express FFA1. Both
compounds function as partial agonists to FFA1 and the
efficacies of partial agonists depend on the receptor expres-
sion levels.29 Yabuki et al. showed that the maximal
responses of TAK875 and GW9508 decreased more quickly
compared with that of ALA when the amount of expression
plasmids decreased.30

Therefore another FFA1 full agonist, MEDICA16, was
selected to conrm our hypothesis that the expression level
of FFA1 might affect the ligand performance.19,31 First in the
CHO-FFA1 cell line, MEDICA16 displayed the same efficiency
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
as ALA did (Fig. 3H) and its response was inhibited by
GW1100 (Fig. 3I), proving itself as a full agonist. MEDICA16
produced a DMR response in HT29 cells and it was also
inhibited by GW1100 (Fig. 4I). These results revealed that
MEDICA16 activated FFA1. To summarize, ALA and
MEDICA16 were able to activate FFA1 on HT29 cells, while
TAK875 and GW9508 seemed to fail; such results conrmed
our hypothesis that a low expression level of receptors indeed
affected the performance of partial agonists.

DMR amplitudes of each compound at 6 min were used
(Fig. 4J) to calculate EC50 values (Table 1). The rank order of
potency was TUG891 (0.29 � 0.03 mM) > GSK137647A (2.98 �
0.64 mM) > GW9508 (5.33� 1.42 mM) > ALA (50.88� 10.01 mM)
> TAK875 ([20 mM) (Table 1). TUG891 was chosen as probe
in DMR desensitization assay. DMR amplitudes of TUG891 at
6 min were used (Fig. 4K) to calculate IC50 values (Table 1).

RT-PCR assay was conducted to assess the relative expression
levels of FFA4 and FFA1 receptors in HT29 cells. Primers were
designed as described inMaterials andmethods (2.5). GAPDHwas
the reference gene. The RT-PCR results indicated a slightly lower
expression level of FFA1 compared to FFA4 (Fig. 5). Combining
these results, HT29was a suitable cell line for the DMR assay in the
study of endogenous FFA1 and FFA4 receptors.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083 | 15079



Fig. 7 Validation of the activity of hit compounds on FFA4. (A) Real-time DMR of emodin at indicated concentrations on the CHO-FFA4 cells. (B)
Amplitudes as a function of each agonist doses. (C) The concentration-dependent inhibition of the 1 mM TUG891 DMR by compounds. (D) The
DMR amplitudes of compounds as a function of AH7614 doses in CHO-FFA4 cells after being pre-treatedwith the antagonist for 1 h. (E) The DMR
amplitudes as a function of compounds dose in CHO-K1 cells. (F) Concentration-response data of agonist, desensitization and antagonism for
acetylshikonin in HT29 cells. All data represent mean � s.d. from three independent measurements, each in duplicate (n ¼ 6).
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Since the functional test of the FFA1 receptor in HT29 cells
had some complicated phenomena, brief summary is made
here. First, based on the results of PCR, the expression of FFA1
mRNA was conrmed. Then, in the DMR experiment, partial
agonist (TAK875 and GW9508) did not cause a FFA1-related
DMR response, whereas a full agonist ALA was able to stimu-
late a FFA1-related DMR response. According to the literature,
the efficiency of partial agonists is related to the level of receptor
expression. So we speculated that the expression level of the
endogenous FFA1 in HT29 cells was low. As a result the two
FFA1 partial agonists did not induce detectable FFA1-related
DMR signals. We then tested another full agonist, MEDICA16.
Results showed that MEDICA16 could induce DMR responses
which could be attenuated by the antagonist GW1100. Thus, the
results supported our speculation.

3.3. Screening of natural compounds for FFA4 activation

To identify agonists from natural products, we used CHO-FFA4
cells that grew fast and were easy to be cultured for screening. A
pool of 140 natural compounds from various natural products
was screened against the CHO-FFA4 cells. DMR responses,
induced by these compounds, were displayed in Fig. 6.
Compounds emodin (no. 93), dihydrotanshinone (no. 95) and
Table 2 The potency values of three NPs-derived FFA4 agonists in CHO

Compound CHO-FFA4 cell, EC50 (mM)

Dihydrotanshinone 32.88 � 2.28
Emodin 38.18 � 5.02
Acetylshikonin 10.17 � 2.95
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acetylshikonin (no. 137) generated responses greater than 30%
of the TUG891-induced response (�80 pm), indicating that they
were potential agonists for FFA4. Therefore, they were consid-
ered as hit compounds for further verication.

3.4. Validation of the activity of hit compounds on FFA4

Agonistic activity of the three natural compounds on FFA4 were
further investigated by DMR agonist, desensitization and
antagonist assays. Emodin triggered a dose-dependent DMR
event (Fig. 7A), indicating possible FFA4 agonist activity. Dihy-
drotanshinone and acetylshikonin also induced concentration-
dependent DMR responses (data not shown). DMR amplitudes
of individual compounds were collected (Fig. 7B) to calculate
EC50 values (Table 2). In the desensitization assay, the
compounds gradually desensitized FFA4 to TUG891 (Fig. 7C). In
the antagonism assay, AH7614 blocked the three molecules in
a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 7D). These results
conrmed the direct interaction between the compounds and
FFA4. It is worth noting that the EC50 value of acetylshikonin
(10.17 � 2.95 mM) is comparable to that of ALA (12.54 � 0.95
mM), although this compound is structurally different from any
reported FFA4 agonists. The potency order was acetylshikonin
(10.17 � 2.95 mM) > dihydrotanshinone (32.88 � 2.28 mM) >
-FFA4, CHO-FFA1 and HT29 cells

CHO-FFA1 cell, EC50 (mM) HT29 cell, EC50 (mM)

>100 21.35 � 2.20
>100 �39
6.17 � 2.81 2.82 � 0.39

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 8 (Left bars) Acetylshikonin (100 mM) and TUG891 (15 mM) induced
Ca2+ responses on CHO-FFA4 cells and (right bars) Ca2+ signals of the
two compounds after antagonist AH7614 (2 mM) pretreatment.
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emodin (38.18 � 5.02 mM) (Table 2). The compounds were also
assayed in CHO-K1 cells to conrm that responses they induced
were not from the host cells. None of them triggered detectable
responses in CHO-K1 cells (Fig. 7E), suggesting that these
compounds specically activated FFA4 in the CHO-FFA4 cells.

The three compounds were tested in HT29 cells. The result of
acetylshikonin was presented as an example (Fig. 7F), that it
activated the FFA4 receptors in the cells. Dihydrotanshinone and
emodin also induced agonistic DMR responses in HT29 (data not
shown). The EC50 values of the compounds were shown in Table
2. The potency order was similar to the order generated in the
Fig. 9 Receptor selectivity of novel compounds. Real-time DMR of em
CHO-FFA1 cells. (C) The DMR amplitudes as a function of acetylshikonin d
and antagonism for acetylshikonin in CHO-FFA1 cells. All data represent m
¼ 6).
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CHO-FFA4 cells, acetylshikonin (2.82 � 0.39 mM) > dihydrotan-
shinone (21.35 � 2.20 mM) > emodin (�39 mM). Acetylshikonin,
dihydrotanshinone and emodin were conrmed to be FFA4
agonists in the HT29 cells, and acetylshikonin was more potent
than ALA (EC50 ¼ 50.88 mM) in this cell line.

We further examined the activity of the most active
compound (acetylshikonin) on FFA4 by calcium ux assay
(FLIPR) in CHO-FFA4 cells. As shown in Fig. 8, acetylshikonin
produced a Ca2+ response in the cells and the response was
inhibited by the FFA4 antagonist AH7614. The known agonist
TUG891 of FFA4 also produced a Ca2+ signal, which was atten-
uated by AH7614. The two agonists therefore showed similar
active pattern in the CHO-FFA4 cell line. In summary, the FLIPR
assay conrmed activity of acetylshikonin on FFA4.
3.5. Selectivity of novel agonists between FFA1 and FFA4

Since FFA1 and FFA4 share endogenous ligands, subtype
selectivity was investigated in this study. The three natural
compounds were evaluated in CHO-FFA1 cells and their activi-
ties were compared between subtypes for selectivity. Emodin
(Fig. 9A) and dihydrotanshinone (Fig. 9B) did not induce
detectable agonistic responses in CHO-FFA1 as they did in
CHO-FFA4, thus indicating selectivity on FFA4. However, ace-
tylshikonin turned out to be non-selective. It induced dose-
dependent agonistic responses in CHO-FFA1 cells (Fig. 9C),
which were gradually reduced by the FFA1 antagonist GW1100
(Fig. 9D). The EC50 value of acetylshikonin in CHO-FFA1 was
6.17� 2.81 mM (Table 2), comparable to the EC50 value tested in
CHO-FFA4 (10.17 � 2.95 mM).
odin (A) and dihydrotanshinone (B) at indicated concentrations on the
ose in CHO-FFA1 cells. (D) Concentration-response of desensitization
ean� s.d. from three independent measurements, each in duplicate (n
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4. Discussion

In this study, ve types of commonly-used probe ligands were
characterized with the label-free DMR assay in FFA4 or FFA1
transfected CHO-K1 cells, and a relatively comprehensive inves-
tigation was conducted in terms of selectivity and potency of the
ligands on the receptors. The EC50 values were consistent with
those reported in the literature.6,24 There is no Ki value of these
commercially available ligands, except TAK875. Most studies
focused on one or two types of ligands,32–34 and only few reports
mentioned systematic characterization of these types by the same
method in the same lab. Though Hudson et al. used BRET assays
to test selectivity of four ligands (ALA, GW9508, NCG21 and
TUG891) in transiently transfected HEK293T-FFA1 and
HEK293T-FFA4 cells, no commercial FFA1-selective ligands
tested in the same work.6 Data generated by various detection
methods and different sourcesmake it difficult and inconvenient
at times to choose propermolecules. This study provided potency
data of ve types of probe molecules tested by the same tech-
nique, which would aid further studies in this area.

We noticed some phenomena during data analysis. First, ALA is
probably not a good standard compound in pharmacological
studies where selectivity is a major consideration. For tool mole-
cules, potency, selectivity, chemical stability, solubility, in vivo
pharmacokinetics and availability are key factors.35 In the case of
ALA, apart from its non-discriminating activation between
subtypes, this molecule also stimulates the CHO-K1 cells through
some targets that are unclear. Second, among the FFA4 agonists,
TUG891 was a more suitable tool compound than GSK137647A in
this work, because TUG891 had higher potency in the CHO-FFA4
and HT29 cells (Table 1), and the EC50 values in both cell lines
were very close. The potencies of GSK137647A showed an
approximately ten fold difference in the two lines, indicating that
GSK137647A might have certain special properties in endogenous
cells not reported yet, such as pathway bias. This nding suggests
that certain FFA4 agonists should be evaluated on both transfected
and endogenous cell lines. However, Hudson et al. noted that
TUG891 hardly distinguish mouse FFA4 and FFA1 and this point
should be considered in related studies. Lastly, the EC50 value of
TAK875 appeared to be one order of magnitude larger than the
IC50 value (Table 1), and thus wemodied the experiment protocol
with a prolonged incubation time of 3 h. Nevertheless, the results
remained the same (IC50 ¼ 0.0018 � 0.00019 mM). There was
a chance that this ligand had a relatively slow koff, and further
investigation would be needed on kon and koff of TAK875. This
property may be the main factor affecting the clinical dosing
frequency of TAK875 (once per day).24,36,37

The probe molecules were also tested in HT29 cells with
DMR assays. It was reported that HT29 cells expressed FFA4, but
no FFA1, by RT-PCR.6,8 However, we detected FFA1 mRNA and
the DMR technique managed to detect FFA1 in the HT29 cells,
albeit expression level of which was relatively low. This nding
reected differences between detection methods. By detecting
real-time cellular responses in living cells, the DMR assay in
HT29 found that GW1100 and AH7614 affected the time kinetic
DMR proles of ALA in different manners (Fig. 4B and C). DMR
15082 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15073–15083
responses of ALA were mainly affected by AH7614 before
10 min, while by GW1100, aer 10 min. What caused this
difference needs to be studied in future.

FFA4 ligands have a potential benet of treating diabetes,
obesity, inammatory and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis.38,39

There is a great interest in identifying novel agonists of FFA4
with structural diversity and receptor selectivity,40 and thus
efficient screening methods become important. On the estab-
lished screening GPCR models, three new NP-derived FFA4
agonists (dihydrotanshinone, emodin and acetylshikonin) were
identied, which provided a good starting point to design new
FFA4 ligands on those templates. As quinone derivatives, the
three compounds are structurally different from any FFA4
agonists reported by far, indicating different ligand–receptor
binding modes. Isolated from the plant lithospermum, acetyl-
shikonin exhibited potency higher than ALA in this work. This
compound has been reported to play roles in the treatment of
obesity and preventing hepatic steatosis,41,42 but mechanisms of
action are unclear. Its interaction with FFA4, an important
target of obesity-related diseases, may contribute to the clinical
effects. Lithospermum contains a number of compounds struc-
turally similar to acetylshikonin,43 and they could be potential
FFA4 agonists, too. So it is meaningful to carry out in-depth
research on this plant. The anthraquinone derivative, emodin,
showed selectivity to the FFA4 receptor, providing some guid-
ance for structure–activity relationship on this kind of agonists.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we systematically characterized activities of
ligands of FFA1 and FFA4 receptors by DMR assay, and three
novel agonists from natural products were discovered to be
selective to FFA4 by this assay. The study benets the pharma-
cological investigation of FFA4 and FFA1, and helps to explain
the mechanism of action of natural products.
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